ABSTRACT

After discussing the need for second-order (or structural) reform and Tennessee's leadership in "first wave" legislation, this paper describes selected aspects of Tennessee reform activities and recent events leading to client-centered control. Tennessee's Better Schools Program, consistent with "first-wave" proposals, emphasized greater control and increased teacher accountability. The program was best known for its career ladder program, which began in 1984 and featured an extended contract program component. A 1987 study of 600 teachers and 100 administrators found that monetary reward was the primary incentive for participating in the career ladder program and that teachers cited more deleterious than beneficial effects of the program. Also, there was little agreement concerning program goals and purposes. The extended contract component suffered from inconsistent funding procedures, lack of agreement concerning alternative routes to career ladder status, and lack of awareness of incentives to enhance teaching and improve the workplace. The 1987 study recommended that future Tennessee reform efforts develop clearly stated goals that are feasible, useful, and beneficial to students. The paper then summarizes some 1988 studies comprising Tennessee's refocused reform efforts. These include studies in teacher evaluation, needs assessment, extended contracts, alternative incentives, and quality of school life. Current status and future research directions are briefly outlined. (50 references) (MLH)
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INTRODUCTION

A great deal of attention has been given to school reform since the publishing of *A Nation at Risk* in 1983. Following this publication there was a flurry of legislative activity, especially at the state level. Yet, as Wise (1988) has pointed out, there had been a substantial amount of legislative activity aimed at reforming schools prior to 1983. Nevertheless, between 1983 and 1987 there were more rules, regulations and statutes enacted nationally affecting some aspect of education than in the previous twenty years (Timar and Kirp, 1987). The flow of legislation has intended to improve education (Chubb, 1988), but there is little evidence that the legislation seeking excellence has had the desired results. Perhaps this is because up to this point school reform has focused only on "those measures that are most politically and administratively acceptable" (Chubb, 1988, p. 44).

Several writers have pointed out that no fundamental structural changes have accompanied the first wave of reform (Cuban, 1988; Timar and Kirp, 1987). Cuban (1988) describes change as either first-order or second-order. First order change is characterized by attempts "to make what already exists more efficient and more effective without disturbing the basic organizational features, without altering ways in which adults and children perform their roles" (p. 342). He goes on to say that "second-order changes introduce new goals, structures and roles that transform familiar ways of doing things into new ways of solving persistent problems" (p. 342).

First-order reform activities have depended on regulations and mandates to make schools more efficient as if problems of local educators can be fixed by actions at the federal or state level. Very often the indicators of success used by those who have supported or engineered state reform efforts have been based on numbers. For example, the number of minutes in class, the number of teachers participating in career ladder programs, or the number of pages documenting a teacher's work have been used as measures of success (Timar and Kirp, 1987).

Many groups and educational leaders are now calling for a shift in reform efforts. Passow,
1987). The shift would give local schools a larger role in the decisions that affect educators and students. Wise (1988) refers to this process as moving from state control to client control. There are many who believe that reform efforts will fail unless schools are recognized as institutions that have their own norms and goals that respond and adjust to the environments in which they exist. Schools must develop their own organizational identities from which they can create a sense of coherence and direction (Timar and Kirp, 1987).

Refocusing state reform is a complex, long term challenge. This is especially true in a state that has been a leader in first wave reform legislation. Tennessee has enacted legislation addressing sixteen of the twenty areas of reform identified in A Nation at Risk. Florida is the only state that has been as prolific as Tennessee in passing reform legislation (McClosky, 1987).

The balance of this paper includes a description of selected aspects of Tennessee reform activities and recent events that are leading to client centered control. The information has been extrapolated from a series of studies that were commissioned by the Tennessee Department of Education. The bibliography includes references used in this paper as well as some of the most important references used in the related studies.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN TENNESSEE

Educational reform in Tennessee was initiated by a 1981-82 comprehensive education study funded by the legislature. This study called for many of the actions that were included in the 1983 Better Schools Program proposed by Governor Lamar Alexander. The Better Schools Program was consistent with the first wave of reform proposals that were to be implemented in a number of states. These proposals emphasized greater control and increased teacher accountability. The state of Tennessee was viewed as a leader in this phase of educational reform.

The Better Schools Program was perhaps best known for the Career Ladder Program.
which began in 1984. An important component of this program is the Extended Contract Program. During the 1987 legislative session two resolutions were enacted to study aspects of the Career Ladder Program. Senate Joint Resolution No. 149 directed the State Board of Education and the State Department of Education to conduct a study to determine if and how possible alternative evaluation routes for career ladder status might be developed with the findings to be reported by February 15, 1988. Senate Joint Resolution No. 150 directed the same two agencies to conduct a study to determine if and how the Extended Contract Program could be enhanced to better serve the needs of children, and for these findings to be reported by February 15, 1988.

In order to respond to the two resolutions, Commissioner of Education, Charles Smith asked Jerry Bellon, a professor at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, to head up a team to conduct the studies and make recommendations to his office no later than January 15, 1988. A project team was established in June, 1987 and a seventeen person committee of teachers, administrators, and one school board member was appointed to serve in an advisory capacity to the project team.

Study Procedures

In order to gather sufficient information concerning alternative routes to career ladder status, as directed by Resolution 149, and enhancement of the Extended Contract Program, as directed by Resolution 150, the project team determined it was necessary to study the entire Career Ladder Program. The study design included three sources of data to be collected: surveys of a large number of Tennessee teachers and administrators for their general perceptions, in depth interviews with teachers and administrators on specific topics identified by the survey findings, and an extensive review of the literature. The project team collected and analyzed data; shared procedures and findings with the advisory committee; and, after gathering the input of the Advisory Committee, formulated the final recommendations.

During the summer of 1987, an open ended questionnaire was developed, piloted, and
administered to teachers, school administrators, supervisors, and superintendents. An open ended format was selected because it elicited the actual perceptions of the respondents and allowed for widespread administration within a minimum length of time. The questionnaire focused on views of the Career Ladder Program in general, the staff development component of the Career Ladder Program, and local and state evaluation processes. For each of these areas, the respondents were asked to identify beneficial and detrimental aspects and to make recommendations for improvement. A total of 1121 teacher, 276 administrator, 66 supervisor, and 71 superintendent usable questionnaires were collected. The supervisors completed the administrator questionnaire and the superintendents completed a questionnaire adapted to their role. Using content analysis procedures, all of the questionnaires were analyzed for the total sample and for three demographic groups (certification status, region of the state, and school setting) to identify major response patterns regarding the four areas specifically addressed as well as any additional areas that emerged from the data.

The findings from the survey highlighted numerous areas regarding the Tennessee Comprehensive Education Reform Act that were of significant interest or concern to teachers and administrators. After the administration of the questionnaires, Senate Joint Resolution No. 150, which focused on the Extended Contract Program, was added to the charge of the project team. Additional study was needed, therefore, to validate the findings of the survey, to provide more in depth explanations of the patterns that were identified, and to address the Extended Contract Program. Interviews with a representative sample of teachers and administrators across the state were determined to be the most appropriate means for generating the additional information.

Feasibility as to the numbers of interviews, schools, interviewers, and time frames was determined. The legislative resolutions and the findings from the questionnaire data provided the focus for the major questions to be addressed by the interviews. Recommendations from the Advisory Committee regarding who should be interviewed, how the interviews should be conducted, and what questions should be included were addressed at this meeting as were
concerns of the project team members. As a result of this process, the following categories were selected as the major focus of the interviews: participation in and perceptions of the Career Ladder Program in general; the evaluation process (local and state); the Extended Contract Program; and alternative routes, incentives, and career satisfiers that might have an impact upon improving the existing program. Preliminary interview questions were drafted for the teacher interview and assignments were made regarding sample selection, piloting of the interviews, and training and scheduling of the interviewers. The administrator interview was finalized by adapting the teacher interview schedule where appropriate to the roles and experiences of administrators. A section was also included on the administrator interview to gather their perceptions of the teacher program as well as perceptions of their own program.

A random sample of 100 schools to be involved in the interview process was drawn by the state department staff. A total of 600 teachers and 100 administrators were to be included in the interview process with alternate teachers identified at every school site to assure a full sample of 600 teachers. The sample was drawn by schools rather than by individual teachers due to logistical constraints and a limited time frame. The sample was determined to be representative when compared with actual percentages of teachers and administrators from various geographic locations, grade levels, settings (urban, suburban, rural, small city), and levels of career ladder participation. The interviews were analyzed using content analysis procedures. Findings were derived from the total sample for both teachers and administrators. For the teacher interviews findings were also derived from the following demographic groups: certification status, region of the state, school setting, school level, experience level, and gender.

Throughout the study, a literature base was developed through library searches, examinations of documents from across the nation, papers presented at national conventions, and information gathered from program designers and educational leaders. The major areas researched included career ladder programs, merit pay/incentive programs, and evaluation. The information base was expanded by the inclusion of literature on staff development and funding of reform
efforts. The literature review included research reports, journal articles, newspaper articles, program descriptions, speeches, and interviews from Tennessee and national sources. Major trends identified in the literature were included with the preliminary findings. These findings provided a rich data source and served as a check on the perceptions of Tennessee's teachers and administrators.

Study Findings

The findings from the 1987 study are found in a two volume report of over eight hundred pages. The findings that are most pertinent to this paper are enumerated below.

1. The primary reason for participating in the Career Ladder Program was for monetary rewards.
2. There was very little agreement about the goals and purposes of the Career Ladder Program.
3. Detrimental aspects of the Career Ladder Program were cited by teachers three times as often as those aspects perceived to be beneficial.
4. Although teachers perceived evaluation as being important to their professional growth, they were concerned that the state evaluation program encouraged game playing, did not take into account local influences, and did not provide helpful feedback.
5. A wide range of activities were taking place in the Extended Contract Program. Many of the activities appeared to be student centered while some activities focused more on teacher, administrator, and school system needs.
6. There were many inconsistencies in the procedures used to allocate extended contract funds within local school systems.
7. There was no agreement about what might constitute alternative routes to career ladder status.
8. Teachers and administrators did not appear to be aware of incentives that could be used to enhance teaching and improve the workplace.

Recommendations

The 1987 study generated a number of recommendations that were presented to Commissioner Smith prior to the 1988 legislative session. One of the most important recommendations was that clear goals should guide all future reform efforts in Tennessee. Further, it was recommended that the goals should be feasible, have a high level of utility, and a positive impact on students. The goals should provide direction for school programs that are based on local needs. It was recommended that three major goals drive new reform efforts in Tennessee. The goals are:

1. to improve and enhance student learning,
2. to improve the quality and effectiveness of the educational workforce, and
3. to improve the quality of school life.

Recommendations were also made to change the evaluation system. The most important recommendation was for a local administrator to be involved in the evaluation process for Career Level II and III teachers. Other recommendations addressed the need for timely feedback and to reduce the amount of paperwork associated with the evaluation process.

Several recommendations were made to improve the Extended Contract Program. The most important were to separate extended contract allocations from career level status and for school systems to conduct annual needs assessments to give direction to Extended Contract Programs. The needs assessments would focus on student needs that would be the basis for extended contract proposals.

Recommendations were also made to improve professional development programs, to develop alternative incentive programs, and to sponsor research to improve the quality of school life in Tennessee. These recommendations were formulated to support the goals to improve the
quality and effectiveness of the workforce and to improve the quality of school life. It was recognized that if the recommendations were accepted additional research would be needed to develop guidelines and procedures to implement the programs.

It was pointed out that if the recommendations were accepted and supported by new legislation, the role of the State Department of Education would shift to providing technical assistance to local school systems, and to monitoring and evaluating local programs in order to assure that state guidelines are followed.

Legislative Response

The recommendations from the 1987 study were used to formulate House Bill No. 2418 and Senate Bill No. 2426 which were introduced during the 1988 legislative session. The two bills were passed unanimously and received the support of the state teachers association and the state board of education. The focus of reformers in Tennessee had begun to shift from state prescriptions to broad guidelines that placed greater responsibility on local school systems.

As a result of the new legislation the State Department of Education was given the responsibility for developing guidelines and procedures to implement the new mandates. The project team that conducted the 1987 study was asked to take the responsibility for conducting further studies to provide the Commissioner's staff with recommendations that would be the basis for the new guidelines and procedures.

REFOCUSING REFORM EFFORTS

Several questions have to be answered if the new reform efforts are to be successful. The questions are:

1. Can local evaluators and state evaluators reach agreement about ranking teachers for Career Level II and III status?

2. What capability do local school systems have for conducting comprehensive needs
assessments?

3. What processes have local school systems used to administer extended contract activities?

4. What kinds of technical assistance should be provided to local school systems so they can conduct needs assessments and formulate appropriate extended contract proposals?

5. How can alternative incentives be used to help local school systems meet high priority needs?

6. How can the quality of school life be improved by local school systems?

These six questions helped to guide the efforts of the project team. The 1988 studies conducted by the team to respond to the questions are summarized in the remainder of this paper.

Evaluation Study

Twenty-one schools were selected to participate in this study. Several criteria were used to include the schools in the study. In each case the schools had to have teachers who had applied to be evaluated for Career Level II or III status during the fall cycle of the 1988-89 school year. Every attempt was made to identify schools that had state approved evaluation systems but that differed from the state evaluation system. Eight schools met this criterion. Finally, schools were selected that represented different areas and regions of the state.

The twenty-one principals, along with the thirty-eight teachers to be evaluated, met with members of the project team. The study procedures were discussed in detail and the teachers were assured that their participation in the study would not have any effect on their evaluation for career level status.

The major focus of the study would be on the conferences held after the state evaluators had completed their final assessment of the teachers. Principals would meet with the state evaluators in simulated sessions. The principals would bring any information that they felt would
be pertinent to the evaluation of the teachers who were participating in the study. The state evaluators would bring the information they had used to make their decisions about the teachers' career level status. The purpose of the conferences was to determine if the local and state evaluators could reach agreement about the teachers' ranking even though they would be depending on different kinds of information.

The conferences were scheduled during January and early February of 1989. Each conference was observed by a project team member who took field notes describing the interactions and processes used to reach agreement or to describe the problems not resolved. Two hours was allocated for each conference but in most cases less time was needed. The twenty-one principals had a total of thirty-eight teachers involved in the study. Preliminary findings from the study are listed below.

1. The principals provided contextual and historical information that went well beyond the information available to state evaluators.
2. The majority of the time was spent on discussing instructional processes with very little attention to student outcomes.
3. State evaluators tended to depersonalize the teacher in the process and concentrate on their data.
4. State procedures and criteria are not clearly understood by local evaluators.
5. State model competencies are not differentiated to accommodate the range of teacher expertise.
6. State evaluators appeared to appreciate the information contributed by the principals but did not want to deviate from their own data.
7. In about one half of the conferences (47%) the state evaluators and the principals reached agreement through a process of negotiation. In eleven of the conferences (29%) the information provided by the principals altered the original ranking of the state evaluators.
8. At times state evaluators disagreed with one another as well as with the principal.

9. There were mixed opinions expressed by the principals about whether local evaluators should be involved in an evaluation system that focuses on classifying teachers for additional pay. In virtually all cases the principals expressed a desire to be included in an evaluation process that is aimed at improving performance.

Guidelines for including local evaluators in Career Level II and III decisions will be developed for the 1989-90 school year. The guidelines will be finalized after the data from the evaluation study have been carefully analyzed by the project team and reviewed by the advisory committee.

Needs Assessment Study

As of January 10, 1989, 105 of Tennessee's 145 school systems had submitted a completed Needs Assessment questionnaire. The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the extent of experience school systems have had in conducting needs assessments, the extent of data available to school systems which would be useful in needs assessments, the amount of assistance needed by school systems throughout the state to conduct a comprehensive needs assessment, the general availability of equipment useful in conducting needs assessments, and the concerns that school systems had about conducting comprehensive needs assessments. Findings are summarized below.

Eleven school systems made no mention of previously using any needs assessments. About one half of the systems (54) reported limited experience from having conducted a needs assessment for federal grants. The majority of the school systems (77) have adequate data available to conduct needs assessments. Student data consists of standardized test scores and personal student records such as attendance, grades, student referrals for discipline and/or special
help, and family background. Very few systems (14) reported having follow-up studies of students no longer in school or assessing former students' school experience. Many systems (67) currently have adequate data concerning individual schools within the system and some community data. Community surveys or information from community groups such as special interest groups are available. About one half of the school systems (49) reported limited goal setting experience while several systems reported having extensive sets of goals.

About one third of the school systems have personnel with the skills necessary to conduct a needs assessment. About one fourth of the systems perceived a deficit of competencies. The majority of the school systems have adequate equipment available for efficiently accumulating and presenting data.

Several school systems expressed concerns about conducting a comprehensive needs assessment. The time involved in doing a needs assessment was the biggest concern. Other frequently mentioned concerns were the expense involved, the lack of expertise of personnel, and the need for clear guidance as well as support and assistance from the State Department of Education. From the information gathered, it was determined that the majority of school systems have the capability of conducting a comprehensive needs assessment if sufficient guidance and technical assistance is available to help them meet the regulations.

While the needs assessment data were being collected, the project team conducted an extensive review of the literature on needs assessment processes and procedures. When it became apparent that many school systems would need technical assistance in order to conduct local needs assessments, a decision was made to develop a guide to assist the systems. A videotape was also prepared to elaborate on and explain the material in the guide. In late February and early March meetings were held at seven different locations in the state to orient school system representatives to the guide and videotape. Each school system received copies of the guide and a copy of the tape.
Extended Contract Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the processes used by local systems in administering Extended Contract Programs (initiation, approval, monitoring, evaluating, funding etc.). An additional purpose was to allow the personnel responsible for administering the programs the opportunity to comment on the effectiveness of current processes and to provide possible suggestions for improvement. Each of Tennessee's 145 school systems had the opportunity to participate in the study. As of January 12, 1989, 110 systems had returned the completed survey.

From the findings, it was concluded that local systems have developed procedures for administering extended contract programs. The components of the total process are addressed in a variety of ways and with varying degrees of formality. Many systems use committees, boards of education, or individual teachers and administrators to initiate and approve extended contract activities. For most systems (83), state guidelines and students' needs are the criteria for approval of extended contract activities. Local guidelines and teacher abilities also ranked highly. Over half of the systems reported the use of system needs assessments and some expressed assessing school needs as a basis for approving activities. Respondents noted brainstorming, prioritizing, having teachers select activities from a list provided by the state, and assigning teachers to activities as part of the approval process.

Over half (59) of the systems reported using student needs as a basis for establishing priorities in approving extended contract activities. Teacher requests, needs assessments, and administrator recommendations were also used in determining priorities by approximately one third of the systems. Criteria used to place teachers in extended contract activities in almost all systems are teacher certification, abilities, and interests. Teaching experience (grade level and subject) and teacher self selection are also used by about half of the systems. Superintendent and principal recommendations are another approach to placement.

The responsibility for seeing that extended contract activities are carried out according to
approved plans lies with local personnel. Systems reported monitoring by central office administrators, school based administrators, teachers, boards of education, committees, and extended contract coordinators. In most cases the monitoring is informal through teacher comments or observations. Other means of assessment include the number of students served, written reports, student or parent opinions, and administrator evaluation. A few systems use more formal evaluation procedures such as test scores and student performance.

Some systems (17) reported satisfaction with the current procedures. Flexibility was noted as a positive aspect that enabled systems to meet their specific needs. Other systems provided suggestions for improving the administrative process. A common suggestion was to use a needs assessment process to establish and prioritize extended contract activities. Some respondents (14) advised state guidelines to restrict some of the proposed activities that may not meet the needs of the system.

Guidelines to address initiating, approving, and monitoring of extended contract activities are being developed and will be shared with school systems in meetings similar to those held to disseminate information about conducting needs assessments. These meetings will be held in April and May, 1989. Further clarification is needed before specific administrative procedures can be formulated. The guidelines will be in effect for the 1989-90 school year. All proposed activities will be approved on the basis of the properly conducted, local needs assessments and will be developed with the input of a local committee of educators.

Alternative Incentive Study

The 1987 study revealed that educators in Tennessee were not aware of many incentives that could be used to improve local school efforts. The 1988 extended contract survey included questions about incentives offered at the local level that were different from (alternative to) extended contract activities. Eleven of the 110 systems responding to the survey indicated that they had some form of incentive opportunities for teachers and/or administrators.
The project team made a decision in the summer of 1988 to conduct an extensive literature review to determine what types of incentives could be used to capitalize on the intrinsic motivation of educators so that their performance would be improved in ways that would have a positive impact on students and schools. Due to the paucity of information in Tennessee about alternative incentives, the literature review became the primary source of information for developing program guidelines.

Several important findings have been generated by the literature review. It is clear that incentives have the greatest impact when they are developed and administered at the local school site. Integrating several incentives into a comprehensive long term program has a greater impact than short term individual incentives. The most powerful incentives capitalize on intrinsic motivators such as improving student achievement and providing the opportunity to collaborate with peers to improve educational opportunities. A broad range of available incentives will provide opportunities to meet individual and group needs.

Alternative incentive program guidelines are currently being developed and will be presented with the revised extended contract guidelines in late spring of 1989. It is apparent at this time that procedures for developing and administering extended contract programs are often in conflict with incentives that capitalize on the intrinsic motivation of teachers and administrators.

Quality of School Life Study

In 1983 several researchers at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, began a study focusing on improving the quality of the educational workplace (QEW). The research was partially funded by a grant from the U. S. Office of Education. The key members and the director of the QEW project are also members of the Career Ladder Project team. The information from the QEW research has been the basis for instrumentation generated by the quality of school life (QSL) study in Tennessee.
Findings from the 1987 Career Ladder study indicated that the most important work satisfiers of teachers and administrators were not being attended to by the Career Ladder and Extended Contract Programs. In many cases these programs were actually contributing to work dissatisfaction. The 1988 project team was charged with conducting additional research in Tennessee schools to determine the most effective ways to improve the quality of school life in Tennessee.

During the fall of 1988 the instrumentation developed by the QSL research was refined and tested in several school settings. A short form of the instrument was field tested in a school system in Nova Scotia as well as with Tennessee educators. A literature review was begun in the summer of 1988 to update the reviews conducted during the previous five years. This review has continued throughout the year. Instruments to generate student and parent perceptions of the workplace are being developed to be field tested in April and May of 1989. Schools are currently being identified to take part in the spring studies.

Although no findings have been generated up to this point by the QSL research, it is expected that they will not differ significantly from the QEW findings. Several of the QEW findings emphasize the importance of involving local stakeholders in identifying conditions that should be given attention in order to improve the quality of the workplace. The most important factor in carrying out workplace improvement has been school site leadership. Leaders who were able to develop collaborative efforts among teachers and administrators have had the greatest success in improving the workplace. A finding that is expected to strongly influence future QSL efforts is that the unique characteristics of each school must be the basis for improvement efforts.

CURRENT STATUS

A number of efforts are underway to refocus reform in Tennessee so that there will be fewer state prescriptions and increased client control. At this point, it appears that the requirement
to have extended contract proposals developed from local needs assessments will increase local level decision making. Decisions have to be made about which student needs will have the higher priority for extended contract proposals. Local school officials will have the authority to make staffing decisions based on competence and not just on career level status. The majority of the school systems seem to welcome the opportunity to work within broad guidelines and make decisions based on their needs while others would prefer to defer to state officials.

The evaluation study indicates that there is a real dilemma facing local school principals when they are asked to participate with state evaluators in making career level decisions about their teachers. Although a great majority of the principals feel comfortable about evaluating their teachers for improving performance, many feel very uncomfortable with a process that ranks teachers for differentiated pay. Several of the principals took the position that they would take the responsibility for ranking so long as there was no outside interference from the state. Others indicated that they would prefer for the state to take the total responsibility.

The Alternative Incentive Program can foster local level decisions about what is needed to improve and strengthen the performance of educators and students. These programs will be developed within broad guidelines that emphasize the importance of attending to local student and school needs.

The Quality of School Life Program will provide an opportunity for local stakeholders to identify the workplace conditions that need attention and devise plans to make necessary improvements. School site leadership will be an important factor in the success of these programs.

The role of the State Department of Education is changing. Guidelines rather than highly prescriptive regulations are being developed. Technical assistance is needed by many school systems to develop programs that meet the guidelines. State department personnel are currently engaged in orientation and training programs so that they can more effectively provide the assistance needed by local schools.

State personnel are also going to need to develop additional competencies in order to
monitor and evaluate programs that are developed by local systems. Broad guidelines increase the amount of professional judgment needed to carry out the monitoring and evaluation functions. A small team of state department employees will also be trained to conduct program audits to assure that implementation activities are consistent with the proposals that have been funded.

The shift to client control has begun. It will be a long term effort and will require many changes in the way both state and local personnel think about their respective roles. For state personnel there are new skills, competencies, and attitudes that will be needed to effectively move important decision making to the local level. Local educators will also need to develop skills and attitudes that are necessary for effective client control of critical programs. Local school leadership will be the key to the shift from state mandates to client control. Wise (1988) has clearly stated the challenge and the need for local administrators to exercise the kind of leadership that will address their students' needs rather than simply carrying out mandated procedures.
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